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 Introduction Epidemiology

 Measures of disease frequency

 Application of measures of disease frequency

 Questions



Theory or Science («logos» = doctrine)

concerned with studying  the frequency 

with which a phenomena occurs in a population.

Epidemiology – Definition



The study of the distribution and determinants

of health-related states or events in specified

populations, and the application of the

resulting knowledge to control health-related

problems in the population.

Epidemiology – Definition



Characteristics:

• Epidemiology is the study of diease outcome in human

popultions

• Epidemiology usually looks at disease outcome in 

relation to other phenomena

Epidemiology – Definition



Health and Diseases are not equally distributed among 

population

- Identify differences in health and disease outomces

among human populations

- Studying frequency between groups of people

- at different times (seasons; over a series of years)

- in different places (geographical areas (countries, regions, 

urban versus rural etc.)

- with different individual characteristics (age, gender, race 

genetic predisposition, occupation, lifestyle)

Epidemiology – Definition



Epidemiology – Definition



Epidemiology – définition



Epidemiology – définition

Classical epidemiology is a black box science



Epidemiology – définition

Classical epidemiology is a black box science

Hypothesis



Epidemiology – définition

Modern epidemiology opens the black box



Measuring



Measuring



 Epidemiologists describe occurrence of disease using 

measures of frequency.

 Two types commonly used (literature)

 Prevalence

 Incidence

 Both measures relate the number of disease cases to 

the population at risk

Measuring



Prevalence:

• Prevalence describes the number of existing cases at a 

specific point in time (or period) within a population (from 

which the cases derived):

Measuring



• Point prevalence

– Part of population that is diseased at a certain point in time

– E.g. point prevalence of arthrosis (NL 65+) on 01-01-2012: 21%

• Period prevalence

– Part of population that is diseased within a time period

– E.g. ‘common cold’ among UM employees in 2012: 67%

• Life-time prevalence

– Part of population that was diseased during life

– E.g. life-time prevalence of kidney stones among Dutch men: 

12%

Measuring



Measuring



Measuring



Measuring

Studying period prevalence – illness within one year



Measuring



Incidence:

• Counting new cases of a disease in a group at risk of 

contracting that disease

• It is also a measure of risk: it indicates the average risk

an indivudal belonging

Measuring



• Two types of incidence:

– (1) Cumulative incidence (CI)

– (2) Incidence Density (ID), Incidence Rate

• Depending on type of population (closed or dynamic) 

Measuring

Cumulative Incidence  

Incidence Density



Closed Population «Cohort» versus dynamic population

Measuring



Measuring

Types of population - Cohort



Measuring

Types of population - Cohort



Measuring

Types of population - Cohort



Measuring

Types of population - Cohort



Measuring

Types of population – dynamic population



Measuring

Types of population – dynamic population



Measuring

Types of population – dynamic population

Example: - Inhabitant of Geneva

- Patients Intensive Care unit



Measuring

Types of population – dynamic population



Measuring

Cumulative Incidence

 Size of study population does not change over time (closed!)

 Unit: proportion, %

 All members of population are “at risk” (T0 - exclude all prevalent cases!)

 Specify period P: complete follow-up of all members of the population is 

required (~loss to follow-up unwanted)

 Interpretation: “absolute risk” (mean individual risk during follow-up)



Measuring



Measuring

Incidence Density or Incidence Rate

 Unit: year-1 (=rate: numbers/time)

 All members of population need to be at risk at T0 (exclude all prevalent

cases!)

 Complete follow-up of all members of the population is

 NOT required



Measuring



Measuring



Measuring



Application

 ‘Descriptive epidemiology

Who is diseased?

Is the disease occurrence stable or changing?

 Analytical epidemiology

Examines cause-effect relationships (observational)

What determines disease occurrence (risk factors)?

 Experimental epidemiology

Examines cause-effect relationships (experimental)



Application

 ‘Descriptive epidemiology



Application

 Analytical’ epidemiology

 concerned with the search for causes and effects, or 

the why and the how. 

 to quantify the association between exposures and 

outcomes and to test hypotheses about causal 

relationships.



Application

 Analytical’ epidemiology



Application

 ‘Experimental epidemiology

Examines cause-effect relationships (experimental)



Application
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